
TOWN OF ITHACA PLANNING BOARD
Shirley A. Raffensperger Board Room, Town Hall

215 North Tioga Street
Ithaca, New York 14850

Tuesday. October 18. 2016

AGENDA

7:05 P.M. PUBLIC HEARING: The purpose of this public hearing is to consider public comments
regarding the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the proposed Maplewood
Apartments Redevelopment project located between Maple Avenue and Mitchell Street! Town
ofithacaTax Parcel No’s 63-2-10.2, 63-2-I, 63-2-2, 63.-2-l4, and 63.-2-3, High Density
Residential Zone. The proposal involves demolishing the existing Maplewood Apartments
housing complex and redeveloping the +1- 17 acre site with up to 500 residential units (studios
and 1-4 bedroom units) in a mix of townhomes, stacked flats, and multi-family apartment
buildings. The project will also include some small retail, new interior streets, parking areas,
pedestrian facilities, open spaces, storm water facilities, and a community center.

This public hearing is also to consider public comments regarding Preliminary Site Plan
Approval for the proposed Maplewood Apartments Redevelopment project. Cornell University,
Owner/Applicant; EdR Trust, Applicant; Scott Whitham, Whitham Planning & Design, LLC,
Agent.

Copies of the DELS are available For review at the Ithaca Town Hall (215 N. Tioga Street,
Ithaca, NY), at the Tompkins County Public Library (101 East Green Street, Ithaca. NY). and
on the Town of Ithaca website: www.town.ithaca.nv.tis. Written comments on the DEIS will
also be accepted through October 31, 2016, and may be addressed to Christine Balestra,
Planner, at Town Hall at the address indicated above.

2. Persons to be heard

3. Approval of Minutes: October 4, 2016

4. Other Business

5. Adjournment
Susan Ritter
Director of Planning
273-1747

NOTE: IF ANY MEMBER OF THE PLANNING BOARD IS UNABLE TO AnEND, PLEASE NOTIFY
SANDY POLCE AT 273-1747 or SN)LUEQlOWN.lTIIACA.NY.tiS.

(A quorum of four (4) members is necessary to conduct Planning Board business.)

Accessing Meeting Materials Online
Site Plan and Subdivision applications and associated project materials are accessible electronically on the Town’s website under

“Planning Board” (in the “Meeting Agendas” page (hit p://www.town.ith:ica.n .us/meetiiig—auendas)_



TOWN OF ITHACA PLANNING BOARD
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARINGS

Tuesday. October 18. 2016

By direction of the Chairperson of the Planning Board, NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that Public Hearings
will be held by the Planning Board of the Town of Ithaca on Tuesday, October 18, 2016. at 215 North Tioga
Street. Ithaca, N.Y., at the following times and on the following matters:

7:05 P.M. The purpose of this public hearing is to consider public comments regarding the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the proposed Maplewood Apartments
Redevelopment project located between Maple Avenue and Mitchell Street, Town of Ithaca
Tax Parcel No’s 63.-2- 10.2, 63-2-I, 63-2-2, 63.-2- 14, and 63-2-3, High Density
Residential Zone. The proposal involves demolishing the existing Maplewood Apartments
housing complex and redeveloping the +1- 17 acre site with up to 500 residential units
(studios and 1-4 bedroom units) in a mix of townhomes, stacked flats, and multi-family
apartment buildings. The project will also include some small retail, new interior streets,
parking areas, pedestrian facilities, open spaces, storm water facilities, and a community
center.

This public hearing is also to consider public comments regarding Preliminary Site Plan
Approval for the proposed Maplewood Apartments Redevelopment project. Cornell
University, Owner/Applicant; EdR Trust, Applicant; Scott Whitham, Whitham Planning &
Design, LLC, Agent.

Copies of the DEIS are available for review at the Ithaca Town Hall (215 N. Tioga Street,
Ithaca, NY), at the Tompkins County Public Library (101 East Green Street, Ithaca, NY),
and on the Town of Ithaca website: wwwjown.ithaca.nv.us. Written comments on the DEIS
will also be accepted through October 31, 2016, and may be addressed to Christine Balestra,
Planner, at Town Hall at the address indicated above.

Said Planning Board will at said time and said place hear all persons in support of such matters or objections
thereto. Persons may appear by agent or in person. Individuals with visual impairments, hearing
impairments or other special needs, will be provided with assistance as necessary, upon request. Persons
desiring assistance must make such a request not less than 48 hours prior to the time of the public hearing.

Susan Ritter
Director of Planning
273-1747

Dated: Friday, October 7, 2016
Publish: Monday, October 10, 2016



TOWN OF ITHACA
PLANNING DEPARTMENT MEMORANDUM

TO: Planning Board Members

FROM: Christine Balestra, piannd

DATE: October 12, 2016

RE: Public Hearing/Comments Regarding Maplewood DEIS

Attached please find the following documents:
1. Written public comments on the Maplewood DEIS received as of Wednesday, October 12,

2016 (we will continue to forward public comments to the Board via email and mail until
the end of the public comment period - 4pm on October 31, 2016).

2. A memo from the applicant listing additional errata pertaining to Figures in the DEIS.
3. A memo from the applicant, along with a revised set of drawings.

The primary purpose of the October 18, 2016 public hearing is to provide the public an
opportunity to comment on the Maplewood DEIS. Should the public hearing end early, the Board’
may consider discussing the attached documents or any other items related to the project.

Please note that comments and recommendations from town staff are not included in this mailing
but will be forthcoming. Please contact me via phone at (607) 273-1747, or email at
cbalestra@town.ithaca.ny.us with any questions.

ENc.
cc: Jeremy Thomas, cornell University

Scott Whitham, Whitham Planning & Design, LLC



From: James Hamilton (Individual comments — not representing the Conservation Board)
Sent: Friday, September 30, 2016 2:14 PM
Subject: Maplewood DEIS comment

The conservation board has already indicated its concern that the Maplewood
Redevelopment Project does not show sufficient attention or care to the disposable
housing development on that site. We surely hope the new construction will be built to
last, and not just another quick and dirty way of housing more students for a few decades.

1 have recently studied the DEIS available online, and would in particular like to
comment on their “Chapter 4: Construction and Demolition Activities,” where the DEIS
states on page 4—2: “The Project Team nil? investigate potentially salvageable items. It is
currently anticipated that ,nateriaLc on—site will iii large part not he salvageable (life to
their condition or they have outlived their life expectancy. Efforts nil! be niade to donate
items that can potentially be re—used, such as playground equipment, outdoor seating
ctc,. to public or non—profit charitable organizations.

This looks like a pro-forma apology, anticipating the trucking of nearly all of the
demolished materials to landfill in Seneca Meadows. Please try to get the project to make
a more proactive and responsible effort to recycle doors, windows, and other still
salvageable materials. Finger Lakes ReUse needs to be part of this effort. I know it’s
cheaper for developers to just truck everything to landfill, and I see a small attempt made
in this chapter to show an effort in the right direction by sending “demolished concrete
and asphalt” to recycling “depending on cost” (this from “4.1.1 Demolition of Existing
Structures & Existing Site Utilities”), but even here the sneaky “depending on cost”
clause makes me wonder how hard the developers will try to make a responsible and
sustainable effort towards reuse and recycling if it turns out to be cheaper to just toss
everything into trucks for Seneca Meadows. In any case, the idea that “The Project Team
will investigate potentially salvageable items,” does not fill me with confidence that they
will actually doanything practical about salvage or reuse or recycling.

When this “depending on cost” loophole shows up in the DEIS, it makes me not at all
confident that actual demolition practice will reflect any considerations for sustainable
development. Please make sure our Town Board does its best to see a new Maplewood
housing project done right from start to finish!

Sincerely,
James Hamilton



RECEIVED
XI 052016

October 4, 2016
TOWN OF ITHACA

PLANNING

As a longtime resident of the Belle Sherman neighborhood I enjoy living in
proximity to Cornell students, and look forward to seeing the creation ofa housing
community that is well integrated into our neighborhood. However I have several
concerns about the proposed Maplewood project:

Traffic— Projections call for a significant increase in traffic up and down Ithaca Rd.,
the street on which I live. This is already a heavily traveled road that experiences
problems with vehicles exceeding the speed limit and a lack of sufficient pedestrian
crossings. In addition, few vehicles stop for pedestrians even though signage
requires them to do so. These issues are likely to be exacerbated by the increased
traffic, yet we have no assurance that our partners in Cornell or in the city are taking
any steps or making any promises to assist in tackling these issues. These problems
create real hazards; reduce my neighborhood’s livability; and detract from the
neighborhood.

Sustainability and environmental conservation—I do not see reference to LEED
certification for the Maplewood project If Cornell is truly a partner in this project,
and if they remain committed to sustainability values as expressed through current
carbon neutrality agreements and the Atkinson Center, then this project needs to be
an expression of these values. Not to do so is simply hypocrisy and a demonstration
that expediency and profit are the overriding principles at work.

Cornell Subsidy to the Ithaca Community—As Cornell encourages density in housing
in partnership with the city and the town, its duty increases to help improve
infrastructure that it directly benefits from. Its subsidy to the city should be
increased as compensation for stepping away from housing students on the
university’s campus.

Thank you for your consideration.

Diane Lebo Wallace
119 Ithaca Rd.



From; Martha Frommelt
Sent; Sunday, October 02, 2016 8:35 PM
To: Chris Balestra
Subject: Maplewood comments

As a resident at 308 Elmwood Avenue, I request more information on the projected school impact from the
new Maplewood development.

Has there been any projection of how many graduate and professional students will have children and can
Belle Sherman Elementary accommodate this influx?

If Belle Sherman Elementary cannot accommodate the projected number of students, there is not an easy
solution to this influx. I understand this would be a tax exempt property, so besides space questions, there
is also a question of additional resources needed for the influx. This project would not contribute to the
school tax base needed for more students.

Martha Frommelt



From: Caitlin Schryver
Sent: Thursday, October 06, 2016 11:49AM
To: Chris Balestra
Cc: Susan Ritter; Inicholascityofithaca.org
Subject: Maplewood Support

Dear Town of Ithaca Planning Board:

I am a resident of the City of Ithaca and have lived in the Bryant Park neighborhood at 201 Fairmount Ave
since 2003.

I write in support of the redevelopment of Maplewood as planned and proposed.

Cornell is the major employer and economic driver for the region (and our neighborhood). Their expansion has
led to good economic times and high rates of employment in our area, including raises that exceed the cost of
living year over year for most of our neighbors. This is due to increased revenue for Cornell, driven by
increases in tuition cost but also by increases in enrollment, particularly in graduate programs. Make no
mistake: increased graduate enrollment is a good thing for CorneLl employees - the majority of constituents in
our neighborhood.

Of course increased enrollment comes with a cost - more traffic, more demand for housing, and more demand
for services from the city, town, and county. By engaging with a private developer to increase density of
graduate housing a flat walk from campus, Cornell is doing its utmost to meet its obligations to its students and
the community.

Shrinking the development is no answer: reducing the number of beds walkable to campus will increase the
number of students taking up other housing in other parts of the community, driving up rental costs for all. Not
addressing our area’s desperate housing shortage increases the number of people driving in (some from very far
away), hurting our roads, increasing the need for parking, and pushing more C02 into the environment. We
need more close-in development, and there is no better place to put it, flaIl stop. Furthermore, shrinking the
development will raise the per-bed cost of construction, raising rents at Maplewood (and perhaps making the
project financially unfeasible overall) and doing less to help stem the tide of rising costs of living in Ithaca.
City, town and county planners have been rightly trumpeting the need for “densification” - Cornell is doing its
part and should be lauded for it.

The community also needs more tax revenue. Cornell, to its credit, by engaging with a private developer will
add a significant amount of property to the tax rolls, reducing the burden on the rest of the community for costs
of fire protection, police, schools, and so on. Cornell is so often vilified for being a tax-exempt institution. How
can they also be vilified for adding so much value to the tax rolls? Would our neighbors really want no
redevelopment of Maplewood at all - retaining those forsaken, mildewy low-rises? Or do they want a small new
development off the tax rolls instead?

Some have complained about erosion of the “neighborhood character” associated with these new buildings,
specifically along Mitchell St. (I presume they don’t want to detract from their view of the High Voltage Lab?)
We can only be glad that similar voices were not around or not vocal enough to stop the Bryant family from
subdividing their farm, enabling us to have the quaint houses we have today - but which must have looked like
modernist atrocities to the NIMBYs of 1905- 1915. Nobody’s land deed on purchase gives them a guarantee
that there will be no change from that point ftirther. Change is not just coming, it’s here - and we need to support



Cornell for doing the right thing, housing its expanding student population in a location walking distance from
campus and from shopping, and on the tax rolls to boot.

Thank you,
Caitlin Schryver



Joseph M. Wilson
75 Hunt Hill Road
Ithaca NY 14850

__1
October 10, 2016

To: Members of the Town of Ithaca Planning Board
Subject: Comments before the Ithaca Town Planning Board regarding the

Maplewood Redevelopment Project Public Hearing, October 18, 2016
Via: Planner Chris Balestra (Email)
C: Members of the Ithaca Town Board

Compared to what was initially proposed for this Project, the attention given by EdR and its
consultants’ to the crucial issues of energy use, building efficiency, and greenhouse gas emissions has
improved the proposal dramatically. Thanks and congratulations for these positive changes go to the
Witham group and consultants, Cornell, and the Planning Board members for the time, energy, and
diligence they displayed in acting on input from the community.

This said the imperative to invest the utmost attention and conscientiousness the DEIS remains.
There are two main reasons. They are: first, that Maplewood is the bellwether Project for the entire
South Campus Precinct redevelopment, and, second, that SEQR requires the Town to determine and
certify to the Public that the negative environmental impacts associated with Project have been avoided
or mitigated to the extent “practicable.”

Regarding the first, EdR has written in the DEIS itself that the impacts of this Project “will be
wholly dependent on the standard which the Town and Cornell will hold such development. This
development scenario is therefore an opportunity to develop these standards and guide development to
meet both the Town and Cornell’s sustainability goals.”

Regarding the second: SEQR requires that an authorized officer of the Town (likely the
Supervisor) sign a public certification document which includes the following:

“2. Consistent with social, economic and other essential considerations from among the reasonable
alternatives avai)able, the action is the one that avoids or minimizes adverse environmental impacts to
the maximum extent practicable, and that adverse impacts will be avoided or minimized to the maximum
extent practicable by incorporating as conditions to the decision those mitigative measures that were
identified as practicable.”saying in pertinent part that the Project “avoids or minimizes adverse
environmental impacts to the maximum extent practicable.”2

It follows that EdR must be required to move beyond providing a list of alternative energy
sources and efficiency mitigations which are “being considered” or under “investigation” to filly and
specifically describing, costing, and analyzing the energy and emissions effects of each alternative and
mitigation. If and when this need for specificity is met and appears in the this DEIS, this Board will be
able to competently recommend what specific conditions to attach to the Project. This in turn will give
the Town Board and Supervisor the assistance necessary for it to meet its legal obligation regarding
certification.

This said AND mindM of Chairman Wilcox’s admonition that “the perfect not get in the way of

I Page 10-21 of the DE1S. section 10.4.2.9, Chapter 10 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS
2 See Regulations under 6 NYCRR Pan 617 which govern the implementation of SEQR—the State Environmental

Quality Review Act.
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the good,” I suggest that the DEIS is not yet complete and final. I have organized my concerns into
three groups as follows:

I. The Sponsor has NOT cowniltted to a Specific. Renewable Source of Energy for the
Project.
The primary source of energy for the operation of the project controls the calculations of the

energy/emissions impacts of the Project. Therefore, the DEIS cannot be treated as complete without a
commitment to a specific energy source followed by specific, accurate calculations of the emissions
impact data on which the Planning Board can base its decisions of what to actually require of EdR.

In this regard, in Section 3.5.3., the DEIS reads that “Alternative energy measures are being
investigated” and in Section 3.9.4.2, the use of Solar PV is described as “under consideration.’1 In
Section 5.3.6, a more detailed description of the potential of Solar PV for “offsetting alt of the energy
usage” is given,3 but ultimately these matters remain labeled as under discussion or being explored and
not committed to. The same is true regarding wind energy. It is described as not “a physical delivery of
power,” and the possibility of this approach is described as “an option in a month or

11. The commitment to” Zero Energy Building ready (ZEB)” is not unambiguously clear.
Accordingly, it is not clear that the Town could hold EdR to building the Project to ZEB
standards.
Although in Section 3.9.1. EdR says “The Project buildings will be ‘Zero Energy Building

ready’...”5 and in Section 7 of the Executive Summary, EdR says the application of “energy
conservation measures (ECMs’ will result in a 45.5% reduction in energy use,6 elsewhere in the DEIS
the language seems equivocal.’ Examples include: “New buildings ... will potentially exceed NYS
Energy Code...” in Section and a description of the attributes of ZEB in Section 5.4.3 without
including an unequivocal commitment to building the Energy Conservation Measures (ECM5)
described in illustrative Table 5-2.

Out of an abundance of caution therefore, I raise the question: Is EdR bound to build all
buildings in the Project including the “ECM inputs” summarized in Section 5.4.1 and detailed in Table
5-2? If not, the DEIS does not appear complete and adequate in this regard, and the Planning Board
should require EdR to commit to a set of building efficiency standards before treating the DEIS as
adequate or complete.

Ill. The Planning Board should also require the following in the DEIS:
Section 3.9.2: Comparing Existing Housing to the Project9: We know that the existing

Maplewood is going to be leveled; so its historic greenhouse gas emissions are not pertinent. Therefore
a better and more enlightening comparison than the one in Table 9-2 between energy consumption
under ZEB and the to-be-demolished Maplewood, would be a comparison between energy consumed in
a ZEB Project (if EdR is committed to building to that standard) and a Project built to applicable New
York State codes.

3 Pages 3-55, 3-124 and 5-4 respectively
4 Section 53.4. at page 5-3
5 Page3-1I5
6 Page 1-9
7 1 also attended a presentation by EdR and Cornell representatives September 30 where I understood them to say that the

Maplewood buildings would be built so that they reduced energy use by 46%. They also indicated that, while natural gas
would not be used, the specific sources of renewable energy were not yet decided.

S Pages. 3-55 and 3-56
9 Pages 3-115 and following
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Section 3.9.3: Furthering Local Climate Action Plan Goals: For the reasons stated immediately
above, the comparison between emissions under ZEB and the applicable State building code should be
made and illustrated in a Table. Moreover, as encouraging as the claim of “42% better” regarding
emissions is, it requires a demonstration of the calculations which led to the claim. The same applies to
the claim stated regarding the impact of “offsetting Solar PV.”

Section 3.9.4.1: Building Design and Operation Measures:
• There is a Jack of specificity and commitment regarding regarding what building

materials are to be used (Nos. 1519)10. In this Draft, they are all “under consideration.”
Having EdR analyze their impact and either commit to them or explain why they are not
practical would better enable the the Planning Board to decide whether to recommend
their use as a requirement.

• Third party commissioning and monitoring of energy systems (nos. 20, 2 1)11 are well-
established Best Practices.’ Labeling them as “under consideration” is not a
commitment to Best Practices in an area which is widely regarded as vital to energy
conservation and emissions reduction. Therefore, these practices must be required by the
Planning Board.

Section 5.3.5: “Comparison with Passive House:”3 The reduction in annual energy use were
Passive House design and standards to be used appear to be 50% greater for heating and 65% greater
for cooling compared to ZEB plus Air Source Heat Pumps. Such reductions cannot be dismissed out of
hand as is done by EdR on the ground that EdR would lose time redesigning. At a minimum, the
Planning Board must require the reduction data be be presented in the same form as done with ZEB so
an apples-to-apples comparison can be made. In addition if the Planning Board is to accept that Passive
House is “not practicable” on the ground of delay, at a minimum it should require detail describing the
time and costs to be incurred by EdR.

Respectfully submitted:
Is! Joseph M. Wilson

10 Page 3-123
11 Page 3-124
12 See video, “Building with the Climate in Mind” retrievable at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ffixWykcygM and as

a .pdf: http:Jfwww.nysaccny.org/wp-uploadslBuilding-and-Heating-with-the-Climate-in-Mind-Brice-Smith.pdf.
13 Page 5-5
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October II, 2016

Attn: Susan Ritter
Planning Department
Town of Ithaca
215 North Tioga Street
ithaca, NY 14850

Re: Maplewood DETS Errata Sheet

Susan,

The following errata sheet should be included with the Maplewood Redevelopment Project DETS for the
Figure numbers as it is made available for public review. These changes reflect editorial errors made
during the production of the DETS and will help the reader to match Figures described in the text with
the Figures themselves.

Thank you for your consideration.

Best,

4MV
Kate Chesebrough

Phone: 607379.9175 Email vhith,,,,,Vivhitham&ssg,,.cu,y, U.,’ S. G,vug., Street .Scj,te 20? Ni iz&o



.WH I THAM
PI.ANXING & Di SIGN. i ic

rrata Sheet frJJgi,ijgj’4wnberk!g of the Maplewood Redevgjppment Projçç DE1S

Page 2-1: Site location maps noted as Figures 2.1-1 and 2.1-2 are located in Appendix D. Add a line at the
end of the first paragraph to read: “See Appendix D: Site Location’.

Page 2-I: Change to read: ‘The Topographic survey is in Appendix D, which also includes the Site
Location.”

Page 2-5: Change the various figures on the page to read the following:
“Figure 2.2-11 illustrates the proposed Site plan.” “Figure 2.2—7 illustrates the various uses and where they
are located.” “Figure 2.2-8 illustrates the proposed program on the Site.” ‘Figure 2.2—10 illustrates the
parking strategies proposed on-Site.”

Page 2-12: Danter housing study is in Appendix J. Change to Read: “See Appendix J.”

Page 3-2 —Change Figure 1.1-1 to read “Figure 3.1-1: Existing Zoning.”

Page 3-9: Change Figure 3.1-I to read ‘Figure 31-2: Future Land Use Map from the Town of ithaca
Comprehensive Plan”.

Page 3-27: Change to read: “The Site location and study area are illustrated in Figure 1 provided in the
Traffic Impact Study (TIS) in Appendix F.

Page 3-27: Change to read: “Figure 2 in Appendix F,..”

Page 3-29: Disregard the figure numbers on the page and change text related to the figures to read:
“The exining weekday AM and PM peak hour volumes are reflected in Figure 3A in Appendix E As
noted earlier...existing pedestrian volumes are reflected in Figure 3B in Appendix F.”

Page 3-35: Disregard the figure number related to peak hour site generated traffic and change text
related to it to read: “Figure 6 in Appendix F shows the anticipated trip distribution pattern percentages
for the Project and Figure 7 illustrates the peak hour Site generated traffic.,.”

Page 3-36: Disregard the figure number related to Riture background traffic volumes and change text
related to it to read: “Future background traffic volumes are shown in Figure 8 of Appendix F,”

Page 3-36: Also: “Proposed design hour traffic volumes are developed for each peak by combining the
background traffic conditions (see Figure 4 of Appendix F) and the newly created traffic generations
(see Figure 7 in Appendix F). The resulting network design hour volumes, based on the development as
proposed, are illustrated in Figure 8 in Appendix F. inherent in Figure 8 in Appendix F is the adjusted
traffic volumes based on the removal of the existing Maplewood Park Apartments.

Page 3-37: Change to read “,..discussed in further detail in Subsection 3.4.3.1.”

Page 3-41: Change first line in third paragraph to read: “Figure 3.4-9 is provided in Appendix F...”

Phone: 607.379.9/7,5 Email} whir1;a,;;whithamdcs;gncon; /23 5. (:nug; Street Suit’ 201 ith&;i NY /4N30 2



.WH I THAM
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Page 3-57: Change second line in third paragraph to read: “Figure 3.6.2—i describes all view locations.
These viewpoints were determined during the Scoping process.

Page 3-57: Change third line in last paragraph to read “...diagrams highlighting building scale and height
(Figure 3.6.1-1) and architectural styles (Figure 3.6.1-2).

Page 3-71: Change Figure 3.6.1-1 to read Figure 3.6,2-1: View Points for Existing and Potential Visual
Impacts’.

Page 3-72: Change Figure 3.6-2 to read ‘Figure 3.6.2-2: View of Site from Maple Avenue, looking cast”.

Page 3-74: Change Figure 3.7.2-5 to read “Figure 3.6.2-5: Visual Simulation of Site from Maple Avenue.
looking west”.

Page 3-88: Change Figure 3.6-18 to read “Figure 3.6.2-18: Approach from Worth Street at Pearl Street,
looking East”.

Page 3-97: Change Figure 3.6.3-4 to read “Figure 3.6.3-5: Mitchell Street Apartment Elevation Diagrams
Mitigation Measures”.

Page 3-98: Change Figure 3.6.3-5 to read “Figure 3.6.3-6: Mitigation Strategies Changes in Massing”.

Page 3-104: Change Figure 3.7-3 to read “Figure 3.7-4: Health Care Services, Police Protection, and Fire
Protection Locations Serving the Site”.

Page 3-113: Change Figure 3.8-I to read: “Figure 3,8-2: Trail Networks Serving the Site”.

Page 4-5: Change title to delete “and” at the end.

Page 4-9: Change Figure to read: Figure 4.1-8: Construction of Apartments toward Maple Avenue.”

Page 6-s: Change Figure 6.3.3-I to read Figure 6.3.2-1.

Page 6-6: Change Figure 6.3.3-2 to read Figure 6.3.3-1,

Page 6-8: Change Figure 6.3.3-3 to read Figure 6.3.3-2

Page 6-9: Change Figure 6.3.3-4 to read Figure 6.3.3-3.

Phone: 607,779.9/73 Email: whithan;Divhith.imdcs;iconi 12.7 . (n’zigJ Sfleet .Su,t’ 30/ !thatrL NY bbS’s 0 3
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October 12,2016 RECEIVED

Attn: Susan Bitter, Director of Planning OCT 12 2016
Town of Ithaca Planning Board TOWN OF ITHACA

215 North Tioga Street PLANNING

Ithaca, NY 14850

Dear Sue:

In anticipation of the Public Hearing for the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS), the project team for

Maplewood would like to submit the attached revisions to the site plan for the project. The team has made

significant design changes in response to concerns heard from the Planning Board, and the neighboring

communities, with regards to architectural style and massing along MitcheU Street. A comparison of the original

DEIS site plan, to the DEIS 6.3, and now Updated 6.3 plans are provided in the attached PDF.

The attached October 11, 2016 Reduced Scale Alternative Plan for Maplewood removes the 4-stoty apartment

building from Mitchell Street and replaces it with a series of 2 ½ and 3 stoiy townhomes in four buildings or

townhome strings. Architectural elements such as pitched roofs and continuous porches and stoops are also

introduced to the townhomes along Mitchell Street in this plan (shown in the renderings). The project team feels

that these changes better respond to the concerns of the Board and neighbors, and are more completely in line with

the existing architecture in the neighborhood.

The 473 unit I 887 bed submission plan is reduced to 442 units I 872 beds in this Plan. This allows the project to

continue to fulfill its mission of supplying quality and needed housing for graduate and professional students, with

access to campus, sustainable transit options, and nearby amenities. To achieve this, the north-south leg of the next

southernmost apartment building (Building B) is lengthened slightly, and the parking area at the interior of the

block is adjusted minimally to respond to the new apartment and townhome building shapes.

The project team feels that the collaborative process for the development of the Maplewood site has produced a

greatly improved project, that both fits in its neighborhood context and partially alleviates the ongoing need for

more affordable graduate student housing at Cornell. We respectfully submit this new site plan for approval by the

Board.

Scott Whitham, Principal

Whitham Planning & Design, LLC

Sincerely,

Phone: 607.379.9175 Email: whirha,n(a uhi:hamdesigmcom 123 S. Cayuga StrenSuite2Ol Ithaca, NY 14850
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Mitchell Street Concept Perspective Looking West
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